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This text has as its object an introduction to
elements of the theory of random processes. Strictly
speaking, only a good background in the topics
usually associated with a course in Advanced
Calculus (see, for example, the text of Apostol [1])
and the elements of matrix algebra is required
although additional background is always helpful. N
onethe less a strong effort has been made to keep
the required background on the level specified
above. This means that a course based on this book
would be appropriate for a beginning graduate
student or an advanced undergraduate. Previous
knowledge of probability theory is not required since
the discussion starts with the basic notions of
probability theory. Chapters II and III are concerned
with discrete probability spaces and elements of the
theory of Markov chains respectively. These two
chapters thus deal with probability theory for finite or
countable models. The object is to present some of
the basic ideas and problems of the theory in a
discrete context where difficulties of heavy technique
and detailed measure theoretic discussions do not
obscure the ideas and problems.
This engaging introduction to random processes
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provides students with the critical tools needed to
design and evaluate engineering systems that must
operate reliably in uncertain environments. A brief
review of probability theory and real analysis of
deterministic functions sets the stage for
understanding random processes, whilst the
underlying measure theoretic notions are explained
in an intuitive, straightforward style. Students will
learn to manage the complexity of randomness
through the use of simple classes of random
processes, statistical means and correlations,
asymptotic analysis, sampling, and effective
algorithms. Key topics covered include: • Calculus of
random processes in linear systems • Kalman and
Wiener filtering • Hidden Markov models for
statistical inference • The estimation maximization
(EM) algorithm • An introduction to martingales and
concentration inequalities. Understanding of the key
concepts is reinforced through over 100 worked
examples and 300 thoroughly tested homework
problems (half of which are solved in detail at the
end of the book).
This textbook provides a wide-ranging and
entertaining indroduction to probability and random
processes and many of their practical applications. It
includes many exercises and problems with
solutions.
Applied Probability and Stochastic Processes,
Second Edition presents a self-contained
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introduction to elementary probability theory and
stochastic processes with a special emphasis on
their applications in science, engineering, finance,
computer science, and operations research. It
covers the theoretical foundations for modeling timedependent random phenomena in these areas and
illustrates applications through the analysis of
numerous practical examples. The author draws on
his 50 years of experience in the field to give your
students a better understanding of probability theory
and stochastic processes and enable them to use
stochastic modeling in their work. New to the Second
Edition Completely rewritten part on probability
theory—now more than double in size New sections
on time series analysis, random walks, branching
processes, and spectral analysis of stationary
stochastic processes Comprehensive numerical
discussions of examples, which replace the more
theoretically challenging sections Additional
examples, exercises, and figures Presenting the
material in a student-friendly, application-oriented
manner, this non-measure theoretic text only
assumes a mathematical maturity that applied
science students acquire during their undergraduate
studies in mathematics. Many exercises allow
students to assess their understanding of the topics.
In addition, the book occasionally describes
connections between probabilistic concepts and
corresponding statistical approaches to facilitate
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comprehension. Some important proofs and
challenging examples and exercises are also
included for more theoretically interested readers.
This book introduces the fundamentals of probability
theory and random processes by demonstrating its
application to real-world engineering problems. It
connects theory and practice through an emphasis
on mathematical modeling and promotes a hands-on
approach to the subject. At every step of theoretical
development, the student is invited to challenge the
theory by asking "what-if" questions. Specially
written Matlab programs, which are available at the
text's Web site, encourage real data experimentation
and facilitate the visual modeling of difficult
probabilistic concepts. The modeling tools are clearly
identified in every chapter and are accompanied by
discussions of the applicability, power, and
limitations of each tool. It is ideally suited for
advanced undergraduates and graduate students in
electrical and computer engineering.
This updated and revised first-course textbook in
applied probability provides a contemporary and
lively post-calculus introduction to the subject of
probability. The exposition reflects a desirable
balance between fundamental theory and many
applications involving a broad range of real problem
scenarios. It is intended to appeal to a wide
audience, including mathematics and statistics
majors, prospective engineers and scientists, and
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those business and social science majors interested
in the quantitative aspects of their disciplines. The
textbook contains enough material for a year-long
course, though many instructors will use it for a
single term (one semester or one quarter). As such,
three course syllabi with expanded course outlines
are now available for download on the book’s page
on the Springer website. A one-term course would
cover material in the core chapters (1-4),
supplemented by selections from one or more of the
remaining chapters on statistical inference (Ch. 5),
Markov chains (Ch. 6), stochastic processes (Ch. 7),
and signal processing (Ch. 8—available exclusively
online and specifically designed for electrical and
computer engineers, making the book suitable for a
one-term class on random signals and noise). For a
year-long course, core chapters (1-4) are accessible
to those who have taken a year of univariate
differential and integral calculus; matrix algebra,
multivariate calculus, and engineering mathematics
are needed for the latter, more advanced chapters.
At the heart of the textbook’s pedagogy are 1,100
applied exercises, ranging from straightforward to
reasonably challenging, roughly 700 exercises in the
first four “core” chapters alone—a self-contained
textbook of problems introducing basic theoretical
knowledge necessary for solving problems and
illustrating how to solve the problems at hand – in R
and MATLAB, including code so that students can
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create simulations. New to this edition • Updated
and re-worked Recommended Coverage for
instructors, detailing which courses should use the
textbook and how to utilize different sections for
various objectives and time constraints • Extended
and revised instructions and solutions to problem
sets • Overhaul of Section 7.7 on continuous-time
Markov chains • Supplementary materials include
three sample syllabi and updated solutions manuals
for both instructors and students
An engaging introduction to the critical tools needed
to design and evaluate engineering systems
operating in uncertain environments.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any
media, website access codes, or print supplements that may
come packaged with the bound book. This is the standard
textbook for courses on probability and statistics, not
substantially updated. While helping students to develop their
problem-solving skills, the author motivates students with
practical applications from various areas of ECE that
demonstrate the relevance of probability theory to
engineering practice. Included are chapter overviews,
summaries, checklists of important terms, annotated
references, and a wide selection of fully worked-out real-world
examples. In this edition, the Computer Methods sections
have been updated and substantially enhanced and new
problems have been added.
The second edition enhanced with new chapters, figures, and
appendices to cover the new developments in applied
mathematical functions This book examines the topics of
applied mathematical functions to problems that engineers
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text covers set theory, combinatorics, random variables,
discrete and continuous probability, distribution functions,
convergence of random variables, computer generation of
random variates, random processes and stationarity concepts
with associated autocovariance and cross covariance
functions, estimation theory and Wiener and Kalman filtering
ending with two applications of probabilistic methods.
Probability tables with nine decimal place accuracy and
graphical Fourier transform tables are included for quick
reference. The author facilitates understanding of probability
concepts for both students and practitioners by presenting
over 450 carefully detailed figures and illustrations, and over
350 examples with every step explained clearly and some
with multiple solutions. Additional features of the second
edition of Probability and Random Processes are: Updated
chapters with new sections on Newton-Pepys’ problem;
Pearson, Spearman, and Kendal correlation coefficients;
adaptive estimation techniques; birth and death processes;
and renewal processes with generalizations A new chapter on
Probability Modeling in Teletraffic Engineering written by
Kavitha Chandra An eighth appendix examining the
computation of the roots of discrete probability-generating
functions With new material on theory and applications of
probability, Probability and Random Processes, Second
Edition is a thorough and comprehensive reference for
commonly occurring problems in probabilistic methods and
their applications.
Improve Your Probability of Mastering This Topic This book
takes an innovative approach to calculus-based probability
theory, considering it within a framework for creating models
of random phenomena. The author focuses on the synthesis
of stochastic models concurrent with the development of
distribution theory while also introducing the reader to basic
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statistical
inference. In this way, the major stochastic
processes are blended with coverage of probability laws,
random variables, and distribution theory, equipping the
reader to be a true problem solver and critical thinker.
Deliberately conversational in tone, Probability is written for
students in junior- or senior-level probability courses majoring
in mathematics, statistics, computer science, or engineering.
The book offers a lucid and mathematicallysound introduction
to how probability is used to model random behavior in the
natural world. The text contains the following chapters:
Modeling Sets and Functions Probability Laws I: Building on
the Axioms Probability Laws II: Results of Conditioning
Random Variables and Stochastic Processes Discrete
Random Variables and Applications in Stochastic Processes
Continuous Random Variables and Applications in Stochastic
Processes Covariance and Correlation Among Random
Variables Included exercises cover a wealth of additional
concepts, such as conditional independence, Simpson's
paradox, acceptance sampling, geometric probability,
simulation, exponential families of distributions, Jensen's
inequality, and many non-standard probability distributions.
This concise introduction to probability theory is written in an
informal tutorial style with concepts and techniques defined
and developed as necessary. Examples, demonstrations, and
exercises are used to explore ways in which probability is
motivated by, and applied to, real life problems in science,
medicine, gaming and other subjects of interest. It assumes
minimal prior technical knowledge and is suitable for students
taking introductory courses, those needing a working
knowledge of probability theory and anyone interested in this
endlessly fascinating and entertaining subject.
A resource for probability AND random processes, with
hundreds ofworked examples and probability and Fourier
transform tables This survival guide in probability and random
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eliminatesthe need to pore through several
resources to find a certainformula or table. It offers a
compendium of most distributionfunctions used by
communication engineers, queuing theoryspecialists, signal
processing engineers, biomedical engineers,physicists, and
students. Key topics covered include: * Random variables
and most of their frequently used discrete andcontinuous
probability distribution functions * Moments, transformations,
and convergences of randomvariables * Characteristic,
generating, and moment-generating functions * Computer
generation of random variates * Estimation theory and the
associated orthogonalityprinciple * Linear vector spaces and
matrix theory with vector and matrixdifferentiation concepts *
Vector random variables * Random processes and
stationarity concepts * Extensive classification of random
processes * Random processes through linear systems and
the associated Wienerand Kalman filters * Application of
probability in single photon emission tomography(SPECT)
More than 400 figures drawn to scale assist readers
inunderstanding and applying theory. Many of these figures
accompanythe more than 300 examples given to help
readers visualize how tosolve the problem at hand. In many
instances, worked examples aresolved with more than one
approach to illustrate how differentprobability methodologies
can work for the same problem. Several probability tables
with accuracy up to nine decimal placesare provided in the
appendices for quick reference. A specialfeature is the
graphical presentation of the commonly occurringFourier
transforms, where both time and frequency functions
aredrawn to scale. This book is of particular value to
undergraduate and graduatestudents in electrical, computer,
and civil engineering, as well asstudents in physics and
applied mathematics. Engineers, computerscientists,
biostatisticians, and researchers in communicationswill also
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from having a single resource to address mostissues
in probability and random processes.
With updates and enhancements to the incredibly successful
first edition, Probability and Random Processes for Electrical
and Computer Engineers, Second Edition retains the best
aspects of the original but offers an even more potent
introduction to probability and random variables and
processes. Written in a clear, concise style that illustrates the
subject’s relevance to a wide range of areas in engineering
and physical and computer sciences, this text is organized
into two parts. The first focuses on the probability model,
random variables and transformations, and inequalities and
limit theorems. The second deals with several types of
random processes and queuing theory. New or Updated for
the Second Edition: A short new chapter on random vectors
that adds some advanced new material and supports topics
associated with discrete random processes Reorganized
chapters that further clarify topics such as random processes
(including Markov and Poisson) and analysis in the time and
frequency domain A large collection of new MATLAB®-based
problems and computer projects/assignments Each Chapter
Contains at Least Two Computer Assignments Maintaining
the simplified, intuitive style that proved effective the first time,
this edition integrates corrections and improvements based
on feedback from students and teachers. Focused on
strengthening the reader’s grasp of underlying mathematical
concepts, the book combines an abundance of practical
applications, examples, and other tools to simplify
unnecessarily difficult solutions to varying engineering
problems in communications, signal processing, networks,
and associated fields.
Introduction to Probability, Statistics, and Random
ProcessesStatistics and Random Processes
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The book covers basic concepts such as random
experiments, probability axioms, conditional
probability, and counting methods, single and
multiple random variables (discrete, continuous, and
mixed), as well as moment-generating functions,
characteristic functions, random vectors, and
inequalities; limit theorems and convergence;
introduction to Bayesian and classical statistics;
random processes including processing of random
signals, Poisson processes, discrete-time and
continuous-time Markov chains, and Brownian
motion; simulation using MATLAB and R.
Miller and Childers have focused on creating a clear
presentation of foundational concepts with specific
applications to signal processing and
communications, clearly the two areas of most
interest to students and instructors in this course. It
is aimed at graduate students as well as practicing
engineers, and includes unique chapters on
narrowband random processes and simulation
techniques. The appendices provide a refresher in
such areas as linear algebra, set theory, random
variables, and more. Probability and Random
Processes also includes applications in digital
communications, information theory, coding theory,
image processing, speech analysis, synthesis and
recognition, and other fields. * Exceptional exposition
and numerous worked out problems make the book
extremely readable and accessible * The authors
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connect the applications discussed in class to the
textbook * The new edition contains more real world
signal processing and communications applications *
Includes an entire chapter devoted to simulation
techniques
Probability, Statistics and Random Processes is
designed to meet the requirements of students and
is intended for beginners to help them understand
the concepts from the first principles. Spread across
16 chapters, it discusses the theoretical aspects that
have been refined and updated to reflect the current
developments in the subjects. It expounds on
theoretical concepts that have immense practical
applications, giving adequate proofs to establish
significant theorems.
Praise for the First Edition ". . . an excellent textbook
. . . well organized and neatly written."
—Mathematical Reviews ". . . amazingly interesting . .
." —Technometrics Thoroughly updated to showcase
the interrelationships between probability, statistics,
and stochastic processes, Probability, Statistics, and
Stochastic Processes, Second Edition prepares
readers to collect, analyze, and characterize data in
their chosen fields. Beginning with three chapters
that develop probability theory and introduce the
axioms of probability, random variables, and joint
distributions, the book goes on to present limit
theorems and simulation. The authors combine a
rigorous, calculus-based development of theory with
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an intuitive approach that appeals to readers' sense
of reason and logic. Including more than 400
examples that help illustrate concepts and theory,
the Second Edition features new material on
statistical inference and a wealth of newly added
topics, including: Consistency of point estimators
Large sample theory Bootstrap simulation Multiple
hypothesis testing Fisher's exact test and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test Martingales, renewal
processes, and Brownian motion One-way analysis
of variance and the general linear model Extensively
class-tested to ensure an accessible presentation,
Probability, Statistics, and Stochastic Processes,
Second Edition is an excellent book for courses on
probability and statistics at the upper-undergraduate
level. The book is also an ideal resource for
scientists and engineers in the fields of statistics,
mathematics, industrial management, and
engineering.
Probability, Random Variables, and Random
Processes is a comprehensive textbook on
probability theory for engineers that provides a more
rigorous mathematical framework than is usually
encountered in undergraduate courses. It is intended
for first-year graduate students who have some
familiarity with probability and random variables,
though not necessarily of random processes and
systems that operate on random signals. It is also
appropriate for advanced undergraduate students
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who have a strong mathematical background. The
book has the following features: Several appendices
include related material on integration, important
inequalities and identities, frequency-domain
transforms, and linear algebra. These topics have
been included so that the book is relatively selfcontained. One appendix contains an extensive
summary of 33 random variables and their properties
such as moments, characteristic functions, and
entropy. Unlike most books on probability, numerous
figures have been included to clarify and expand
upon important points. Over 600 illustrations and
MATLAB plots have been designed to reinforce the
material and illustrate the various characterizations
and properties of random quantities. Sufficient
statistics are covered in detail, as is their connection
to parameter estimation techniques. These include
classical Bayesian estimation and several optimality
criteria: mean-square error, mean-absolute error,
maximum likelihood, method of moments, and least
squares. The last four chapters provide an
introduction to several topics usually studied in
subsequent engineering courses: communication
systems and information theory; optimal filtering
(Wiener and Kalman); adaptive filtering (FIR and
IIR); and antenna beamforming, channel
equalization, and direction finding. This material is
available electronically at the companion website.
Probability, Random Variables, and Random
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Processes is the only textbook on probability for
engineers that includes relevant background
material, provides extensive summaries of key
results, and extends various statistical techniques to
a range of applications in signal processing.
ÿDesigned for the undergraduate students of
engineering, this book aims to introduce the reader
to the world of random signals and their analyses ?
both of which are extremely crucial to the everyday
life as well as professional capacity of the computer
science and communication engineers. Probability
Theory and Random Processes helps model and
analyse random signals and their impact on system
performances through a problem solving approach.
In a highly pedagogical manner, the text carefully
navigates through randomness of signal behaviour,
thus helping the student grasp the content easily
Salient Features : ? Pedagogy designed on
examination patterns! o Solved Examples: 809!! o
Practice Problems: 247 o Exercise Problems: 255 o
Review Questions: 295 o MCQs: 211 o Diagrams:
216 ? Mathematical models explained following stepby-step approach ? Application based problems
discussed aplenty
This book delivers a concise and carefully structured
introduction to probability and random variables. It
aims to build a linkage between the theoretical
conceptual topics and the practical applications,
especially in the undergraduate engineering area.
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The book motivates the student to gain full
understanding of the fundamentals of probability
theory and help acquire working problem-solving
skills and apply the theory to engineering
applications. Each chapter includes solved examples
at varying levels (both introductory and advanced) in
addition to problems that demonstrate the relevance
of the probability and random variables in
engineering. As authors, we focused on to find out
the optimum ways in order to introduce the topics in
probability and random variables area.
This book is a result of teaching stochastic processes to
junior and senior undergr- uates and beginning graduate
students over many years. In teaching such a course, we
have realized a need to furnish students with material
that gives a mathematical presentation while at the same
time providing proper foundations to allow students to
build an intuitive feel for probabilistic reasoning. We have
tried to maintain a b- ance in presenting advanced but
understandable material that sparks an interest and
challenges students, without the discouragement that
often comes as a consequence of not understanding the
material. Our intent in this text is to develop stochastic pcesses in an elementary but mathematically precise style
and to provide suf?cient examples and homework
exercises that will permit students to understand the
range of application areas for stochastic processes. We
also practice active learning in the classroom. In other
words, we believe that the traditional practice of lecturing
continuously for 50 to 75 minutes is not a very effective
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for teaching. Students should somehow engage
in the subject m- ter during the teaching session. One
effective method for active learning is, after at most 20
minutes of lecture, to assign a small example problem for
the students to work and one important tool that the
instructor can utilize is the computer. So- times we are
fortunate to lecture students in a classroom containing
computers with a spreadsheet program, usually
Microsoft’s Excel.
The ultimate objective of this book is to present a
panoramic view of the main stochastic processes which
have an impact on applications, with complete proofs
and exercises. Random processes play a central role in
the applied sciences, including operations research,
insurance, finance, biology, physics, computer and
communications networks, and signal processing. In
order to help the reader to reach a level of technical
autonomy sufficient to understand the presented models,
this book includes a reasonable dose of probability
theory. On the other hand, the study of stochastic
processes gives an opportunity to apply the main
theoretical results of probability theory beyond classroom
examples and in a non-trivial manner that makes this
discipline look more attractive to the applicationsoriented student. One can distinguish three parts of this
book. The first four chapters are about probability theory,
Chapters 5 to 8 concern random sequences, or discretetime stochastic processes, and the rest of the book
focuses on stochastic processes and point processes.
There is sufficient modularity for the instructor or the selfteaching reader to design a course or a study program
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to her/his specific needs. This book is in a large
measure self-contained.
This text introduces engineering students to probability
theory and stochastic processes. Along with thorough
mathematical development of the subject, the book
presents intuitive explanations of key points in order to
give students the insights they need to apply math to
practical engineering problems. The first seven chapters
contain the core material that is essential to any
introductory course. In one-semester undergraduate
courses, instructors can select material from the
remaining chapters to meet their individual goals.
Graduate courses can cover all chapters in one
semester.
Probability, Random Variables, Statistics, and Random
Processes: Fundamentals & Applications is a
comprehensive undergraduate-level textbook. With its
excellent topical coverage, the focus of this book is on
the basic principles and practical applications of the
fundamental concepts that are extensively used in
various Engineering disciplines as well as in a variety of
programs in Life and Social Sciences. The text provides
students with the requisite building blocks of knowledge
they require to understand and progress in their areas of
interest. With a simple, clear-cut style of writing, the
intuitive explanations, insightful examples, and practical
applications are the hallmarks of this book. The text
consists of twelve chapters divided into four parts. Part-I,
Probability (Chapters 1 – 3), lays a solid groundwork for
probability theory, and introduces applications in
counting, gambling, reliability, and security. Part-II,
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Variables (Chapters 4 – 7), discusses in detail
multiple random variables, along with a multitude of
frequently-encountered probability distributions. Part-III,
Statistics (Chapters 8 – 10), highlights estimation and
hypothesis testing. Part-IV, Random Processes
(Chapters 11 – 12), delves into the characterization and
processing of random processes. Other notable features
include: Most of the text assumes no knowledge of
subject matter past first year calculus and linear algebra
With its independent chapter structure and rich choice of
topics, a variety of syllabi for different courses at the
junior, senior, and graduate levels can be supported A
supplemental website includes solutions to about 250
practice problems, lecture slides, and figures and tables
from the text Given its engaging tone, grounded
approach, methodically-paced flow, thorough coverage,
and flexible structure, Probability, Random Variables,
Statistics, and Random Processes: Fundamentals &
Applications clearly serves as a must textbook for
courses not only in Electrical Engineering, but also in
Computer Engineering, Software Engineering, and
Computer Science.
For courses in Probability and Random Processes.
Probability, Statistics, and Random Processes for
Engineers, 4e is a comprehensive treatment of
probability and random processes that, more than any
other available source, combines rigor with accessibility.
Beginning with the fundamentals of probability theory
and requiring only college-level calculus, the book
develops all the tools needed to understand more
advanced topics such as random sequences, continuousPage 19/25
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time random
The book progresses at a leisurely pace, never
assuming more knowledge than contained in the material
already covered. Rigor is established by developing all
results from the basic axioms and carefully defining and
discussing such advanced notions as stochastic
convergence, stochastic integrals and resolution of
stochastic processes.
Together with the fundamentals of probability, random
processes and statistical analysis, this insightful book
also presents a broad range of advanced topics and
applications. There is extensive coverage of Bayesian
vs. frequentist statistics, time series and spectral
representation, inequalities, bound and approximation,
maximum-likelihood estimation and the expectationmaximization (EM) algorithm, geometric Brownian
motion and Itô process. Applications such as hidden
Markov models (HMM), the Viterbi, BCJR, and
Baum–Welch algorithms, algorithms for machine
learning, Wiener and Kalman filters, and queueing and
loss networks are treated in detail. The book will be
useful to students and researchers in such areas as
communications, signal processing, networks, machine
learning, bioinformatics, econometrics and mathematical
finance. With a solutions manual, lecture slides,
supplementary materials and MATLAB programs all
available online, it is ideal for classroom teaching as well
as a valuable reference for professionals.
Intuitive Probability and Random Processes using
MATLAB® is an introduction to probability and random
processes that merges theory with practice. Based on
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the author’s
the material can promote intuitive understanding, the
approach is to motivate the need for theory using
MATLAB examples, followed by theory and analysis, and
finally descriptions of "real-world" examples to acquaint
the reader with a wide variety of applications. The latter
is intended to answer the usual question "Why do we
have to study this?" Other salient features are: *heavy
reliance on computer simulation for illustration and
student exercises *the incorporation of MATLAB
programs and code segments *discussion of discrete
random variables followed by continuous random
variables to minimize confusion *summary sections at
the beginning of each chapter *in-line equation
explanations *warnings on common errors and pitfalls
*over 750 problems designed to help the reader
assimilate and extend the concepts Intuitive Probability
and Random Processes using MATLAB® is intended for
undergraduate and first-year graduate students in
engineering. The practicing engineer as well as others
having the appropriate mathematical background will
also benefit from this book. About the Author Steven M.
Kay is a Professor of Electrical Engineering at the
University of Rhode Island and a leading expert in signal
processing. He has received the Education Award "for
outstanding contributions in education and in writing
scholarly books and texts..." from the IEEE Signal
Processing society and has been listed as among the
250 most cited researchers in the world in engineering.

Since the 2014 publication of Introduction to
Probability, Statistics, and Random Processes, many
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have requested the distribution of solutions to the
problems in the textbook. This book contains guided
solutions to the odd-numbered end-of-chapter
problems found in the companion textbook.
Student's Solutions Guide for Introduction to
Probability, Statistics, and Random Processes has
been published to help students better understand
the subject and learn the necessary techniques to
solve the problems. Additional materials such as
videos, lectures, and calculators are available at
www.probabilitycourse.com.
For courses in Probability and Random Processes.
An accessible, yet mathematically solid, treatment of
probability and random processes.
Over 100 exercises with detailed solutions, insightful
notes and references for further reading. Ideal for
beginning researchers.
The theory of probability is a powerful tool that helps
electrical and computer engineers to explain, model,
analyze, and design the technology they develop.
The text begins at the advanced undergraduate
level, assuming only a modest knowledge of
probability, and progresses through more complex
topics mastered at graduate level. The first five
chapters cover the basics of probability and both
discrete and continuous random variables. The later
chapters have a more specialized coverage,
including random vectors, Gaussian random vectors,
random processes, Markov Chains, and
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convergence. Describing tools and results that are
used extensively in the field, this is more than a
textbook; it is also a reference for researchers
working in communications, signal processing, and
computer network traffic analysis. With over 300
worked examples, some 800 homework problems,
and sections for exam preparation, this is an
essential companion for advanced undergraduate
and graduate students. Further resources for this
title, including solutions (for Instructors only), are
available online at
www.cambridge.org/9780521864701.
The long-awaited revision of Fundamentals of
Applied Probability and Random Processes expands
on the central components that made the first edition
a classic. The title is based on the premise that
engineers use probability as a modeling tool, and
that probability can be applied to the solution of
engineering problems. Engineers and students
studying probability and random processes also
need to analyze data, and thus need some
knowledge of statistics. This book is designed to
provide students with a thorough grounding in
probability and stochastic processes, demonstrate
their applicability to real-world problems, and
introduce the basics of statistics. The book's clear
writing style and homework problems make it ideal
for the classroom or for self-study. Demonstrates
concepts with more than 100 illustrations, including 2
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dozen new drawings Expands readers’
understanding of disruptive statistics in a new
chapter (chapter 8) Provides new chapter on
Introduction to Random Processes with 14 new
illustrations and tables explaining key concepts.
Includes two chapters devoted to the two branches
of statistics, namely descriptive statistics (chapter 8)
and inferential (or inductive) statistics (chapter 9).
This textbook is based on 20 years of teaching a
graduate-level course in random processes to a
constituency extending beyond signal processing,
communications, control, and networking, and
including in particular circuits, RF and optics
graduate students. In order to accommodate today’s
circuits students’ needs to understand noise
modeling, while covering classical material on
Brownian motion, Poisson processes, and power
spectral densities, the author has inserted
discussions of thermal noise, shot noise,
quantization noise and oscillator phase noise. At the
same time, techniques used to analyze modulated
communications and radar signals, such as the
baseband representation of bandpass random
signals, or the computation of power spectral
densities of a wide variety of modulated signals, are
presented. This book also emphasizes modeling
skills, primarily through the inclusion of long
problems at the end of each chapter, where starting
from a description of the operation of a system, a
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model is constructed and then analyzed. Provides
semester-length coverage of random processes,
applicable to the analysis of electrical and computer
engineering systems; Designed to be accessible to
students with varying backgrounds in undergraduate
mathematics and engineering; Includes solved
examples throughout the discussion, as well as
extensive problem sets at the end of every chapter;
Develops and reinforces student’s modeling skills,
with inclusion of modeling problems in every chapter;
Solutions for instructors included.
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